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Introduction:  Nowadays, the sheer amount of data 
collected from space-borne and ground-based sensors, 
is changing dramatically past approaches towards data 
processing and storage. In the era of Big Data, Machine 
Learning and seamless collaboration, data transfers are 
being replaced by algorithm transfers and computation 
close to the data. 

Designed from the ground-up with a focus on end-
user productivity, ESA Datalabs accelerates research, 
unleashing the full potential of ESA archives thanks to 
a software-as-a-service delivery model. Based on 
techonologies such as, Docker containers, Kubernetes, 
and JupyterLab, ESA Datalabs provides a catalogue of 
computing capabilities co-located with ESAC archives. 

The Space Archives: At the European Space 
Astronomy Centre (ESAC) near Madrid, the ESAC 
Science Data Centre (ESDC) hosts astronomy, 
planetary and heliophysics archives for ESA Space 
Science Missions. ESA Datalabs sits next to ESDC 
archives, expanding their capabilities with analysis and 
collaboration features connected to their data volumes 
for missions like Rosetta, BepiColombo ... 

Figure 1: Data Volumes Manager 

 The Analysis: A Datalab is an application or soft-
ware tool available for execution from the user’s web 
browser through the ESA Datalabs platform. Datalabs 
can be purpose-built tools or existing external tools like 
Topcat, Aladin or JupyterLab. Users can search, star, 
comment, bookmark, and run any Datalab in their cata-
logue. Datalabs listed in the catalogue can be published 
by developers from ESA missions. Furthermore, exter-
nal contributions can be added to the catalogue follow-
ing a moderation process that includes automatic secu-
rity scans. Once the user finds a Datalab of interest, a 
simple play icon allows to launch it immediately. As 
part of the launch wizard, the user can modify the 
default configuration of the Datalab set by its creator. 
At this point, it is is possible to select a previous version 
of the Datalab, increase its computing resources, or add-
ing data volumes from ESAC Archives. Upon 

completion, the user is automatically redirected to start 
working on the selected Datalab. Following this first 
run, the user can go back to the catalogue to run up to 
five Datalabs in parallel (default profile configuration). 
Finally, the user can access the dashboard to switch to 
another Datalab or destroy it. 

Figure 2: Datalab Lifecycle 

Furthermore, leveraging on the powerful 
infrastructure developed for the execution of interactive 
data analysis applications, ESA Datalabs provides 
capabilities for the execution of Pipelines in the shape 
of complex batch data processing workflows. Pipelines 
represent an extension of the Datalab concept, defined 
as a set of an input area, a sequence of processing stages 
in between (Pipeline Steps), and an output area.  

The Collaboration: The first collaboration level de-
rives from the possibility to launch computing elements 
mounting ESA Archives, or even SPICE kernels data 
volumes. Along these lines, ESA Datalabs catalogue in-
cludes JupyterLabs, which feature notebooks shared 
with the community to show how to explore and analyse 
data in the archives.  Planetary Science Archive users 
are expected to benefit soon from a set of JupyterLab 
based Datalabs for ESA planetary missions. More ad-
vanced collaboration levels in ESA Datalabs derive 
from the team data volumes, designed for groups of us-
ers sharing files and analysis tools. 

Status and future work: At present, ESA Datalabs 
is available at datalabs.esa.int as a Private Beta.  Imple-
mentation of Datalabs for multiple ESA missions such 
as Juice or JWST, has demonstrated its suitability to 
support cross-domain use cases. Researchers have fast 
access to pre-configured complex applications integrat-
ing ESA archives. ESA Datalabs next steps gear to-
wards integration of parallel activities in the areas of 
GPU computing, machine learning pipelines and an in-
tegrated development environment for Datalabs. 
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